WAC 230-14-335 Operating requirements for cumulative prize pool pull-tab games. (1) Operators must conduct cumulative prize pool pull-tab games in the same way as other pull-tab series and must follow these additional requirements:
   (a) Cumulative prize pool pull-tab game boards must be displayed until the game is permanently pulled from play.
   (b) Once a seal card winner from each series is revealed, the seal card winner will pick one unopened seal from the cumulative prize pool pull-tab game board.
   (c) If a player buys out a series, their name will be placed on all remaining empty lines on the list displayed on the series flare.
   (d) Must not use substitute flares.
(2) Operators may have more than one series in play at the same time, but may not commingle pull-tab series.
(3) Operators must prominently post house rules of how the winner of a series will be chosen if the operator removes a series from play before the list on the series flare is completed. For example, once the seal is open and a player's name is not on that line, house rules could indicate that the name above the winning line would be declared the winner of the series.

[Statutory Authority: RCW 9.46.070. WSR 09-17-077 (Order 657), § 230-14-335, filed 8/14/09, effective 1/1/10.]